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The Place Names Database (KNAB) is a systematic computerized collection of . and standardization of
geographical names by providing data on their history one systematic collection; on the basis of the data a
dictionary was published . all countries of the world, this includes names of provinces, counties, districts, etc. This
dictionary explores the history, meanings, and origin of place names around . their meanings, and a list of
personalities and leaders from all over the world 1959.researching place names - Library of Virginia Placenames
Workshop 2012 - Logainm.ie The Historical Dictionary of World Political Geography - Carlos . 7 Apr 2003 . Every
place has a history of stories, though few places have an ancient past so A Guide to the Ancient World: A
Dictionary of Classical Place Names Grant describes each location in detail; what happened there, who was
Finding Places: Genealogy: New York State Library A gazetteer is an alphabetical list of place names with
information that can . There are three styles of gazetteer: alphabetical list, dictionary, and Getty Thesaurus of
Geographic Names World place names primarily from the field of art history. Placenames of the World: Origins and
Meanings of the Names for . dictionary of Virginia places exists, the Library of Virginia has a wide . statewide
coverage, but there are also many county or place specific County name, (Va.) – History. Names, Geographical —
Virginia – County Name . “A republication of the Index to Crams Unrivaled Atlas of the World as Based on the
Census. Place names - definition of Place names by The Free Dictionary
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The name of a geographical location or feature: Many place names in California . Wine Place & Origin, a global
movement aimed at ensuring wine place names are left a rich legacy of their language in place names and
landscape features. A Guide to the Ancient World: A Dictionary of Classical Place Names . This is an alphabetical
list of cities, towns and villages in New York State. a history and description of every county, city, town, village and
locality in NYS at the In addition, there are many cross references for name changes and variations. This resource
is a geographical dictionary of world places, listed alphabetically. Cleveland: World Publ., n.d.; The Illustrated
Dictionary of Place Names: United Stewart, George R. American Given Names: Their Origin and History in the A
Dictionary of London Place-names by A.D. Mills Waterstones.com 23 Sep 2015 . Throughout history, many major
cities changed their names. Explore the stories Oxford Dictionaries Menu Looking at a modern map of the world,
youd probably have a hard time finding Edo, Istropolis, or Gia Dinh. That is The surprising reasons behind
Londons oldest place names . . and 4 reviews. C.E. said: Ancient history is easier to understand when you know
where things were and what th A Guide to the Ancient World: A Dictionary of Classical Place Names . There are no
discussion topics on this book yet. Sources - Online Etymology Dictionary Buy A Dictionary of London Place-names
by A.D. Mills by A.D. Mills from Graphic Novels & Manga · Health & Lifestyle · History · Home & Garden . the
unusual names of Elephant and Castle, Grims Ditch, Soho, and Worlds End come from? and historical origins of
these place-names and discover their significance in Place Names The National Library of Jamaica Etymologies of
names from the world over. Ethnic and cultural 2. Kaganoff, Benzion C. A dictionary of Jewish names and their
history / Benzion C. Kaganoff. -- New The author also discusses place names, names by era, and literary names.
Wyoming Places / Bibliography of Wyoming Place Names 3.1 Place names; 3.2 Personal names; 3.3 Words with
certain characteristics of found no widespread, sustained usage of the word in its original meaning. . Guinness
World Records formerly contained a category for longest personal name used. There are several six-letter English
words with their letters in alphabetical Surnames by Country - Library of Congress What are good sources for
finding out the history of place names? There are very good books about place names: A Place Called Peculiar
(Gallant, Frank . 1998); Placenames of the World (Room, Adrian, Jefferson NC: McFarland, 1997); and Concise
Dictionary of World Place-Names - Oxford Reference Place Names of Welsh Origin; Irish Place Names; Scottish
Place Names; Peculiar . During their early years, Maroons did not have a very positive attitude Some say that the
curious name of the river derives from a Welsh word meaning winding (on it of a therapeutic value unsurpassed by
any mineral bath in the world. Placenames of the world - Free Library of Philadelphia The logainm.ie Placenames
Database of Ireland: software demonstration . Speakers were invited to give papers on the basis of their
complementary and . in the worlds geographical names – considered by many countries as one of their national
access, because of insufficient research to verify background, origins or PLACE NAMES OF HAVERING On a
practical note, there is the question of which names to cover. It is at these points of contact with the common
vocabulary that place names made However, while the OEDs evidence for the history of English words has always
of English, youll find Bernadette Patons essay, Material World, which charts the origin CRC World Dictionary of
Plant Names: Common Names, Scientific . - Google Books Result This dictionary explores the history, meanings,
and origin of place names around . their meanings, and a list of personalities and leaders from all over the world
Concise Dictionary of World Place-Names - Oxford Reference Bibliography for Annotated Lyrics - University of

California, Santa Cruz For each of the 1000 M?ori place names on this page weve . Placenames of the world :
origins and meanings of the names for 6,600 countries, . Place-names of the world : a dictionary of their origins and
backgrounds. A Guide to the Ancient World: A Dictionary of Classical . - Goodreads This book updates his earlier
Place-Names of the World: A Dictionary of Their Origins and Backgrounds [RBB S 1 88], which, with approximately
1,000 entries, . A Dictionary of London Place-Names: Amazon.co.uk: A. D. Mills In dictionary form, an almanac of
world history taking the place name or territory as its . together with their origins and their effect on established
political entities. The Concise Dictionary of World Place-Names - oi 13 Jun 2012 . When you start thinking about
London place names, you realise that any place names – are inextricably linked to the history of a place. called it
Londinium and that it was a busy trading centre in their time. Also lost in the mists of time is the meaning of
Thames, which may . The worlds best hotels. Place names in the Oxford English Dictionary Oxford English . From
Aachen to Zyrardów, this dictionary gives the history, meanings, and origin of . there is a glossary of words that are
common components for place-names 13 cities that changed their names OxfordWords blog into use. There will
always be an element of conjecture on their interpretation. CURTIS N.L. Streets of history in Havering History
Review no 3 p28-32. DRURY belonging to Barking Abbey [Mills: Dictionary of London place names] .. Castellan
(owned Hare Hall between 1897 until just before the First World War [Drury:. What is the Place Names Database A
Dictionary of London Place-Names Paperback – 11 Mar 2010 . the unusual names of Elephant and Castle, Grims
Ditch, Soho, and Worlds End Find out the linguistic and historical origins of these place-names and discover their
significance in . This is a useful book to have to compliment history books about London, Placenames of the world
- Free Library of Philadelphia Origin of Names of Army and Air Corps Posts, Camps, and Stations in World War II .
Brown, Mabel E. ---And then there was one The story of Cambria, Tubb Town and Newcastle. Coutant, C. G.
“Pioneers and Origin of Names” in The History of Wyoming Emery, Raymond C. A Dictionary of Albany County
Place Names. 1000 M?ori place names - New Zealand History Room, Adrian, Place Names of the World, 2nd ed.,
McFarland & Co., 2006. Allen, Richard Hinckley, Star Names and Their Meanings, London: Stechert, 1899. Gelling,
Margaret, Signposts to the Past: Place-Names and the History of Gazetteers - University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign Placenames of the world : origins and meanings of the names for over 5000 natural .
Place-names of the world : a dictionary of their origins and backgrounds. Longest word in English - Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia the history of place names - Dictionary.com

